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_ Congratulations on the part you pia
making the Ship Clerks convention a succes
The convention worked out a sound, progressiv
program which will aid in achieving the Interne
tional program for lobs and security.
Each of us must wholeheartedly endorse
• program and carry it out in order to bri
;higher wages, shorter working hturs and
higher standard of living for all w
When we have carried out thi
Al have strengthened our local union, the ma
irnational and the entire community.
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Poiltical Panel Suggests
Standing PAC Committee
SAN FRANCISCO—Here are
the major recommendations hammered out by the political action
panel at the clerks' convention,
October 20 and 21:
1. That a standing committee
of fourteen (14) members be
established; the composition of
this committee shall be identical
with the general executive board.
At least one rank-and-file member must be available at all times
to participate in other PAC organizations. This committee shall
be elected in the regular annual
election.
2. That fifteen hundred dollars
($1,500.00) be taken from the
leneral fund immediately and
placed in a PAC fund.
3. That all members and probationary members receive both
the ILWU Dispatcher and CIO
Labor Herald.
4. That the PAC Committee report be placed on the agenda of
each meeting immediately after
the executive board report.
5, That we increase our financial support for the California
Labor School to the sum of 7
cents per member per month.
6. That the Ship Clerks Union
No. 34, ILWU, is more firmly
convinced than ever that the
Economic Bill of Rights and the
other features of President
Roosevelt's program must be enacted into law immediately. On
the basis of what we have witnessed during and since World
War II, we believe that any failure now to enact the Roosevelt
program would invite disaster to
our nation. Our union and its
members kept the letter and the
spirit of the non-strike pledge.

Streamlined

7. That a literature table be
_provided in each of the dispatching halls and at all union meeting
places. And that the entire PAC
Committee be held responsible
for these tables and their maintenance.
8. Whereas; Deploring the failure of many American broadcasting stations to perform the public service to which they are
pledged, which failure to provide
high-quality programs often results in excessive profits; and
Whereas; believing that those
who have thus abused license
privileges may gain substantial
control of FM broadcasting
through licenses to be granted
by the Federal Communications
Commission beginning October 7,
1945, and,
Whereas; believing that the
preservation of free speech and
competition require that broadcast facilities not be concentrated
in the hands of a select few; we,
therefore, urge the Congress of
the United States and the Federal Communications Commission:
To grant three-fourths of
FM broadcasting channels to newcomers, under rules assuring fair
consideration of labor, veterans,
small businessmen, farmers, cooperative and civilian groups;
9. That the Ship Clerks' Union
requests that the National CIO
Investigate reports of legislation
in Congress on the development
of atomic energy, and to work
toward its development in constructive peacetime pursuits in
such a manner as to avoid international armament toward a third
World War.
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Local 34 Convention Charts Plans
To Streamline Union, Build PAC
SAN FRANCISCO —Local 34 be made a full-time job. James
delegates took steps to stream- L. Russo is now president.
The organization panel recomline their union, spark an all-out
organizing campaign, build politi- mended a year-long organizing
cal action and strengthen their
hand in negotiations at a two-day
conference of all units held October 20 and 21 at 519 Mission
Street.
Ninety representatives of the
gatemen's and watchmen's, the
Stockton clerks, the Army Transport Service, the maritime office
and the ship clerks units joined
in the four panel discussions, the
Saturday night banquet at El
Jardin and the plenary sessions
which composed the "baby" convention.
AMEND CONSTITUTION
Vital recommendations which
will be acted upon by the membership at the November meeting
were evolved.
An amended constitution covering the Stockton clerks and the
gatemen's and watchmen's locals
which recently merged with LoLouis Goldcal 34 was suggested in the panel
blatt,
ILWU
'
streamlining
adminon
the union
keynoted
Secretary-Treasurer,
istration.
The panel also proposed that the -Baby Convention" in San
the office of Local 34 president Francisco October 20.

Keynote,r.

Goo'cl Union Office System
Aim of Streamlining Panel
7. That all piers, terminals and
places of employment employing
three or more persons under the
jurisdiction of Local 34, proceed
prior to December 1, 1945, with
the selection of a steward from
among those employed. Failing
to do so, all of the employees at
that particular place of work shall
be cited before the Grievance
Committee to answer why they
have not complied with the recommendation and they shall be
subject to §uch fines as the Grievance Committee sees fit to impose.
8. That a Stewards Council be
established Immediately consisting of all stewards working under
the jurisdiction of the local. Responsibility for this establishment shall lie with the president,
business agent ,and Executive
Board,
9. That a committee of not less
than five members representative
of all units be immediately selected for the purpose of drafting
a new constitution and by-laws,
keeping in mind the new organization of the local into five units
and the policy and program of
the union.
10. That union funds be kept
in two accounts, the general
fund, and the strike and relief
fund. All fines are to be deposited in the relief fund. All initiation fees and dues and assessments to be deposited in the general fund.
11. Dues for ship clerks to he
budgeted as follows:
Per Member
Per Month
State CIO Council
3c
Local CIO Councils
Sc
ILWU per capita
65c
Calif. Labor School._
7c
Labor Herald
10c
Dispatcher
2c
PAC
10c
Insurance
$1.50
Doctor
10c
General Expenses:
Rent, salaries, hiring
hall, office expenses,
a, Office Secmiscellaneous
$1.88

SAN FRANCISCO—Main proposals of the panel on streamlining union administration are:
1. That the president should be
made a full-time executive officer
charged with the carrying out of
the general policy of the union,
to be a member of all committees
with the right to vote, assist business agents with servicing membership and negotiations and coordinate activities of all unit and
general offices.
2. That the secretary be
charged with the responsibility
of handling the finances and activities of office personnel and
proper handling of all records of
the union.
3. That the business agent
shall have charge of servicing the
membership and negotiations, as
the president may direct.
4. That' the dispatchers shall
carry out orders of the Labor Relations Committee and membership in reference to dispatching
rules and be familiar with the
workings of the unemployment
insurance.
5. That the organizers be
charged with organization and
negotiations.
6. That the union office employ two full-time employees.

James L. Russo, President of Local 34 and Muriel Eldrid

rotary. help to show off the new ship clerks' office-4• first stop in

the at-out &Ivo to stroandina our up-and-coming kcal..
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$4.50

drive to bring into the union sev.
eral thousand office workers on
the docks and terminals and uptown in the steamship company
offices.
ORGANIZING DRIVE
Accompanying the clerical
workers' campaign would be a
drive to organize several hundred
gatemen and watchmen on both
sides of the bay.
Designated as the organizing
committee by the convention were
President James Russo, Vice.
President Ray Hutchings, Setretary Fred P. Baumgartner, Business Agent Charles Becker, two
organizers to be selected by the
committee and ILWU Vice-Preatdent Michael Johnson. The campaign was assigned a fund of
$6,500 from the general treasury.
POLITICAL ACTION FUND
Attention tot political action
was given by the convention
which urged establishment of a
standing Political Action Committee, with representatives from
all units. The 16-man committee
will be nominated in November
and elected in December by the
general membership, along with
other Local 34 officials.
Funds for politics were proposed by the panel which earmarked $1,500 for local PAC and
10 cents a month from the dues
dollar for the International PAC.
At the negotiations panel, ship
clerks moved to ask the same 25
cents an hour interim wage increase requested by the longshoremen.
UNIFORM CONTRACT
Other demands:
•A statewide clerks' agreement.
•A coast wide agreement as
soon as possible.
•A coasti.vide conference to
be called by ILWU Vice-President Michael Johnson of all clerk
locals, regardless of AFL or CIO
affiliation to determine uniform
ship clerk demands.
Ship Clerks agreed to seek
other modifications of the contract and changes of language.
Participating in the panel discussions as advisors from the International office were ILWU
Vice-Presidents J. R. Robertson
and Michael Johnson, SecretaryTreasurer Louis Goldblatt and
Research Department Assistant
Director Elinor Kahn.
As keynote speaker, Goldblatt
discussed the ILWU wage and
hour campaign.

The ILWU Presents
'Program for Living'
SAN FRANCISCO —Something new in stop work meetings will be held Friday, November 16, in the Civic Auditorium when the ILWU sponsors "Program for Living," a
dramatization of the union's
wage and hour demands.
The hour-long, dynamic
demonstration of ILWU reconversion policy features
music, Hollywood stars, drama
and well-known speakers.
"Program for Living" was
written and staged by Morris
Watson, who produced the living newspaper shows in New
York for the Federal Theater.
Doors are open to the membership and the community
from 7 p.m. on. The performance begins at 8 p.m. Tickets
may be obtained from the

local ufflon office or at International headquarters, 004
Montgomery Street.
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EDWARD WHELAN

CLAYTON

JOSEPH P. PERRINS

Intensive Year Campaign
Asked by Organizing Panel

CHARLES RECKER

HARRY M. ESPY

Panel Chairmen and co-chairmen at the Ship
.
11 Clerks "Baby Convention" were (left to
tight starting with top row): Local 34 President James L. Russo,
Executive Board Member Dan Clayton—Political Action Panel;
Executive Board Chairman Ed Whelan and Joseph Perrins-Streamlining Pa'nel; Kathleen Griffin, Executive Board Member
end Chairman, Office Workers' Unit—Organizing Panel; Business Agent Charles Becker and former President Harry Espy-Contract and Negotiations Panel.

Chair

Negotiations Panel Report
Reaffirms the 6-Hour Day
NegotiaSAN FRANCISCO
bons panel proposals lead off
with a recommendation for the
six hour day. Here are the proposals:
1. We reaffirm the action as
previously stated to go on record
favoring the six-hour day, said
six-hour day to constitute two
eiz-hour shifts; no night, Saturday or Sunday work to he allowed
en the proposed 1946 contract.
I. That the principle of seniority is to be established.
S. That in the coming contract
negotiations the question of insurance and sick leave to cover

Ship Clerks Program
Wins Union Praise
SAN FRANCISCO — Messages of commendation from
ILWU Locals 2, 6 and 10 on
the program and action
evolved by ship clerks at their
convention were received by
Local 34 last week.
Local 10's President Germain Buleke sent the following greeting: "For many years
Locals 10 and 34 have worked
together under the' closest cooperation. Local 10 extends
its congratulations to the
clerks on their progress as evidenced by the dynamic program they have launched. We
pledge the continued cooperation of our local."
Local 6's President Richard
Lynden greeted the local: "The
Warehousemen extend to the
ship clerks, gatemen and
watchmen, marine office workera and Army Transport employees, their hearty congratulations on the setting up of
political action machinery at
their recent convention. We
are working for the same program of jobs for all, higher
wages and shorter working
hours. It is through action
such as 34's that we will 'win
our demands."
Local 2's President Richard
Camplis said: "Not only do the
scalers and painters want to
commend Local 34 on its twoday Convention, but we also
want to praise the move to orgame a coast wide framework
for clerk negotiations. Such
a program is an important example of labor unity and solidarity."

all persons working in the industry, should be included.
4. That the minimum pay for
reporting for work shall be not
leas than one day's pay. This
means, either six or eight hours,
whichever shall be established as
the work day.
5. That 173 hours shall be
established as the maximum work
month for monthly clerks, or,. in
the event a less than 40-hour
work week is established, monthly clerks shall work not more
than four and sue-third times the
viol* week per month.
6. The union will contract and
supply the industry with the required amount of'apprentice
clerks. These apprentices shall
at no time displace clerks previously registered.
7. That regardless of the company worked for, any work on
Saturday will be included as
overtime.
S. That In cooperation with
ILWU Local 6, the ship clerks
will endeavor to organize all dock
weighers and scalers and these
employees will, upon being organized, come within the jurisdiction of the ship clerks.
9. An interim contract will be
submitted for an additional 25
cents an hour until such times
as the 1946 contract is presented.
10. That we recommend an
over-all rate of pay for actual
super-cargoes. The union officials will meet with the ILWU
Research Department and such
members of the United States
Department of Commerce to define or determine who shall be
considered as such.
11. That in order to clarify the
jurisdictional question concerning
permit clerks, plan clerks, OS&D
clerks, floating clerks and others,
the Labor Relations Committee
be instructed to initiate whatever
steps are necessary.
12. That we demand preference of employment for monthly
clerks.
13. That a committee comprised of casual, monthly and
preferred clerks working on both
sides of the bay be established
for the purpose of formulating
port working rules.
14. That we reaffirm the existing rule governing the acceptance

of preferred clerks' jobs.
15. That the rules covering the
above shall also apply to the acceptance of monthly clerks' jobs.

SAN FRANCISCO--The organking panel at the clerks' convention went on record for an intensive organizing campaign. Here
are the panel's main recommendations:
1. That a one-year organizing
campaign be undertaken to organize the following fields: maritime office workers, watchmen,
civil service checkers and any
other field which may be determined as within our jurisdiction,
and to survey the field of industrial plant office workers. This
campaign to be started immediately upon Life approval of the
general membership.
2. That an initial fund of
96,500.00 be set aside from the
general fund for an organizing
fund.
S. That a request be made to
the International to match this
initial sum of $6,500.00 and to
actively participate in the organizing drive.
4. That an Administrative Organizing Committee be established consisting of the following:
President, vice-president, secretary-treasurer, business agent, a
representative of the International and paid organizers.
5. That the Administrative Organizing Committee be instructed
to immediately establish organizing committees on each and every
dock and terminal.
6. That the Administrative Organizing Committee be responsible for planning and directing
the organizing activities and making progress reports to each general membership meeting.
7. That the Administrative Organizing Committee be responsi—
ble for administering the organiz____

ESTOLV WARD

KATHLEEN GRIFFIN

Calling At Clerks
to Coast Parley
SAN FRANCISCO — ILWU officials issued a call to all clerk
and checker locals on the Pacific
Coast last month to attend a special conference on postwar negotiations with the employers, with
a view to formulating coirstwide
demands for a uniform contract.
Seeking united action and collective thinking, the ILWU invited AFL-ILA Locals 311-36 in
Seattle and 38-79A in Portland to
participate in the conference.
ILWU locals concerned are 34 in
San Francisco, 63 in Wilmington,
46 in Port Hueneme and clerk
members in the Columbia River
and Puget Sound outports.
Joint action on CIO and AFL
clerk and checker contract demands has never taken place
before, although CIO-AFL discussions on wage and hour goals
have been held.
Decision as to the when and
where of the conference will be
made as soon as all ports have
answered the call. Enthusiastic
approval has already been received from the ILWU locals and
out ports. ILWU Vice President
Michael Johnson will arrange details in the northwest November
14 and 15 when he will attend
Seattle and Portland membership
meetings of AFL locals.

ing fund and that the cheeks be
Smiled by the secretary-treasurer
against the organising fund.
IL That the organising committee be responsible for the hiring
and discharging the necessary
personnel, and that we recommend to the orgapizing committee that in considering personnel
for organizers, due thought must
be given to hiring men or women
not only with organizing ability,
but with a knowledge of office
workers' problems.
9. That the organizers be responsible for organizing the unorganized, securing the bargaining rights, and jointly with the
business agent shall be responsible for contract negotiations.
The organizers shall not be responsible for the keeping of
members in good standing.
16. That a complete record be
kept of all contract negotiations
and that the present organizer
be instructed to, prepare a tomMete report to be available for
the first organizing committee
meeting.
11. That two (2) full-time paid
organizers be hired immediately
and that the organizing committee be empowered to make any
additions or changes it finds Gatemen's Unit Lauds
necessary.
12. That a committee be estab- Johnson's Negotiating
SAN FRANCISCO—For hardlished whose duty it would be to
survey the field and assist in or- hitting assistance in negotiations
ganizing an auxiliary among the covering the gatemen's and
of Local 34,
wives, mothers, sisters and daugh- watchmen's unit
1LWU Vice President Michael P.
ters of the membership of ILWU Johnson won commendation of
of Local 34.
the membership October 30.
In a letter to Johnson, Secre13. That we recommend to the
International .that they take all tary Treasurer E. E. Ellison expressed the unanimous apprecianecessary steps to organize the
tion of the men for Johnson's incheckers in the Northwest into telligent handling of collective
the !MU.
bargaining talks.

ELINOR KAHN

J. R. ROBERTSON

Achillsors

CIO and ILWU advisors on the convention panels were (above, left to right):
Estolv Ward of CIO-PAC; Elinor Kahn, ILWU Research Department; 11,AVU
Vice President J. R. Robertson; and (below, right), ILWU 2nd Vice PresidentMichael Johnson.
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MICHAEL JOHNSON

November 7, 1945

The following report contains In full the employers' and union's propose a en t. e pane a recommendations on the clerks 1944-45 contract. Omitted due to space reasons are sections termed "discussions" in the report. The final National War Labor Board decision, which Is being handed down as we
So to press, will be reported on in a forthcoming issue of THE DISPATCHER.
Issue 1 (See. 1) Coverage.
Employers Proposal: The Employers propose to retain .the
wording of the old contract,
which, among other things, provides coverage of "clerical workers who receive, deliver, check
the loading or discharging, or
spot ships' cargo .
Union Proposal: The union proposes to add "or ships' stores" at
the end of the above quotation,
and further to specify the coverage of "booknien, plan clerks, ear
clerks, and permit clerks."
Panel Recommendation: The
Panel unanimously recommends
that the Union proposal be denied, and that the wording of the
old contrect be retained.
Issue 2 (Secs. 2, 16e, 16e)
Preference of Employment.
Employers Proposal: The present Section 2 reads as follows:
"Preference of employment for
daily clerks only shall be given
to members of the Union."
Under this provision, preference of employment is not extended to those clerks hired on a
monthly basis.
The Employers propose that
See. 2 shall read:
'Preference shall be given to
union members in the registration of daily clerks only. Any
non-union man who is registered
as a daily clerk shall make application for membership in the
union but the registered status of
such clerk shall not be impaired
by denial of union membership."
They propose that Sec. 16e
shall read:
"In the event that employers
are unable te procure from the
registration list of daily clerks the
number of preferred daily clerks
required by them in their operations, then they shall be free to
hire additional preferred daily
clerks from outside such registration list."
The Employers propose that
Sec. 16e shall read:
"Each man on the registration
list of daily permit men at the
expiration of ninety days after
being so registered, shall either
be added to the registration list
of daily clerks or shall be removed from the registered list of
daily permit men."
The Employers proposals are
based primarily upon their allegation that "the Union has insisted upon pursuing certain policies which have resulted in an
artificially induced shortage of
registered men with resultant disastrous effect upon the Employers ability to obtain the necessary number of preferred clerks."
(Employers' closing Brief, p. 8.)
Union Proposal: The Union
propisses that Sec. 2 shall read:
"Preference of employment
shall be given to members of the
Union."
The Union proposes the retention of the existing contract wording for Secs. 16c, and 16e.
The Union proposal is based
upon the allegations that "the
simple facts ans that monthly
men and daily men have identical duties and identical skills and
that the distinction exists in the
contract for one purpose and one
purpose only; to maintain an
open wound in the body of the
Union in the 'hope that if it is
not healed over, the vitality of
the Union will drain through it."
(Union Brief, p. 3.)
Recommendation: The majority
of the Panel recommends the approval of the Union's proposed
wording of Section 2, and the denial of the Company's proposed
wording of Sections 16c and 16e.
Issue 3 (Secs. 4b, 4c, 4d)
Wages, Daily Clerks.
Employers Proposal: The Employers propose to retain the present contract terms, which read as
follows:
"(b) The basic rate of pay for
daily clerks shall be One Dollar
and Fifteen Cents ($1.15) per
hour straight time, and One Dollar and Seventy-Two and OneHalf Cents ($1.72/
1
2) Per hour
overtime.
"(c) Daily Clerks while ern-

ployed as Supervisors shall re- of daily and monthly clerks, it
ceive ten cents (10c) per hour believes the same principle apin addition to the basic wage."
plies here.
Union Proposal: The Union
Reicommendation: The majority
proposes the following:of the Panel recommends that the
"(b) The regular rate of pay wording proposed by the Union
for daily clerks shall be One Dol- in Union Exhibit No. 29 be aplar and Twenty-Five Cents proved, with the following excep($1.25) per hour straight time, tions: For "one hundred and
and One Dollar and Eighty-Seven seventy-three (173) hours," it
and One-Half Cents ($1.871
/
2) per should read "one hundred and
hour overtime.
eighty (180) hours." The wage
"(c) Clerks while,employed as scale figures should read as folsupervisors shall receive not less lows: .
than an additional ten per cent
Junior Clerks, 1st year $186.00
(10%) per hour in excess of the
Junior Clerks, 2nd year 186.00
highest rate supervised, straight
216.00
Senior Clerks
or overtime as the ease may be.
In Par. b, the hourly rate shall
This same differential shall also be slated as $1.20 per hour
prevail for clerks employed as straight time, and $1.80 per hour
stowage, plan, car, or permit overtime.
clerks, or bookmen.
In Par. e, the last sentence, re"(d) (New Paragraph)---Clerks lating to stowage clerks, et al.,
or supervisors who are assigned shall be deleted.
to the supervision of other super(The Office of Economic Stabivisors shall receive not less than lisation has amended this to read
twenty per cent (20%) abeve the as follows:
regular rate of pay, straight or
1. The Wage Stabilization Di:
overtime as the case may be."
vision recommends approval of
Recommendation: The Panel the Union's proposed 10c per
recommends:
hour increase for Ship Clerks on
(a) Denial of the Union's pro- the following basis:
posed Sc increase based upon
a. Interport. Ship Clerks in
inter-port differential. (Unani- *other Coast Ports receive Sc per
mous)
hour more than the subject Ship
(b) Approval of the Union's Clerks. This difference is a re
proposed Sc increase based upon stilt of a trade-in early in 1941,
intra-port differential. (Industry i.e., Ship Clerks in other ports
dissents)
received a 5c increase in lieu of
(c) Approval of the Union's the vacation provision received
proposed 10c supervisory prem- by subject Ship Clerks.
ium on straight and overtime
The Wage Stabilization Divihours. (Industry dissents)
sion recommends the following:
(d) Approval of the Union's
1. On the basis of area pracproposed 20% super-duper-super- tice, approval of the Union's provisory premium, on straight and - posal that the monthly salary be
overtime hours. (Industry dis- based on 173 hours per month
sents)
(40 hour week).
(e) Denial of the Union's pro2. An increase in monthly rates
posal to extend the supervisory so that the hourly rates of those
premium to stowage, plan, car, employees will be equal to the
and permit clerks, and bookmen. hourly rate recommended by the
(If they act as supervisors, they Division for Daily Clerks. The
will get the premium in any recommended rates are as folcase.) (Unanimous)
lows:
Issue 4 (Secs. 4a, 4d, 5b) Junior Clerk, 1st year—
Wages, Monthly Clerks.
$176.46 mo.—$1.02 hr.
A. Limitation of • hours per Junior Clerk, 2nd year—
month. The existing contract
$186.84 mo.—$1.08 hr.
limits monthly clerks to 190 Senior Clerks—
hours per month. During the
$217.25 1110.-41.25 hr.
war, the Union has permitted
Issue 5 (Sec. 7) Hours for
hours in excess of this limit. The Monthly Clerks.
Union now proposes to reduce
Proposals: The Employers prothese hours to 173 per month, pose to withdraw from the constating that it will continue to tract any limitations upon the
waive the limitation during the number of hours which may be
war. Since this is a wartime con- worked by a monthly clerk. The
tract, and since the WLB may Union consistent with its pronot have jurisdiction after the posal in Issue 6, proposes a reducwar, it seems inappropriate for tion in the number of hours from
the WLB to order's contract term 180 to 113.
which is specifically to be ignored
Recommendation: The Panel
during the war. The Union has recommends approval of the Emmade an insufficient case'for the ployers' proposal, with the addiproposal.•
tion of the following phrase:
B. Monthly rates: Monthly rates
. subject to .the right of the
hate historically yielded a small- Labor Relations Committee to iner hourly rate than that paid to crease or decrease such limit."
Issue 6, (Sec. 8) Hours for
daily clerks, on the theory that
steady work was more desirable. Daily Clerks,
Now, during the war, daily clerks
Proposals: The present contract
are working full time, and hence limits daily clerks to 160 hours
earning considerably more than a month, subject to the right of
monthly clerks. The Company the Labor Relations Committee
states that the differential should to extend such line% (The Labe retained, because, after the bor Relations Committee is comwar, the volume of work for daily posed of an equal representation
clerks will shrink once more. But, of both parties, and functions
as indicated in Par. A above, the continually.) The Employers pre
Employers argue that this is a pose the removal of any limit, on
wartime contract, and wartime the ground that during wartime
conditions only should be as- the limits are not observed anysumed. The Employers are not way. The Union proposes to perconsistent when they reverse this mit the Labor Relations Commitargument in the present issue. tee to decrease as well as inThe Panel finds no reason what- crease the limit.
ever why Monthly clerks and
Recommendation: The Panel
Daily clerks should not receive unanimously recommends the apthe same hourly rate, sInce they proval of the Union's proposal.
do exactly the same work, and beIssue 7 (Secs. 7, 8, 9) Overlieves that the Board must uphold time Hours.
its standard policy of "equal pay
Work Day: The Union presents
for equal work."
a new phraseology for the releC. Supervisory Premium s: vant portions of Secs. 7 and 8,
Premiums for clerks employed as but asserts that they mean exactsupervisors have heretofore been ly the same thing as the terms of
stated in dollars and cents. The the old contract. No evident*
Union proposes, as in Issue 3, a was offered to indicate that the
conversion to a percentage. Since phraseology was in need of rethe Panel recommended approval vision. Neither party seemed to
of the Union proposal in Issue 3, be greatly concerned, as long as
and since the Panel has estab- the meaning was not changed. It,
lished its belief that there are no therefore, seems to the Panel that
grounds for different treatment the woriikng of the old contract
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should be retained.
poses, first, that travel time he
Forty Boer Week: Present Paid both ways (to and from
Practice: When a clerk works for work) instead of only one v,i,y
snore than forty hours in one as at present. It also makes proweek, for the same employer, he posals for other alterations in
receives, and has received, the wording, which, in the opinion of
overtime rate prescribed in the the Panel, are in conflict and are
Fair Labor Standards Act. But irreconcilable with Sec. 12d.
if he works for different employRecommendation: The Panel
ers, less than forty hours for each unanimously recommends the
but more than forty in the aggre- continuation of the wording of
gate, he does not receive the pre- the old contract, excepting that
scribed overtime.
after the end of the first senEmployers' Position: The Em- tence there should be inserted:
ployers point out that they are "They shall likewise receive
all different employers, and con- travel time for the return trip."
tend that their interpretation of
Issue 13 (Sec 12c) Travel Time,
the FLSA is correct. An em- Preferred and Monthly Clerks.
ployer, putting a clerk on the job
Proposals: The Union proposes
at the end of a week, has no way 'to eliminate the designation
"preof knowing whether or not that ferred and monthly
clerks," thereclerk has already worked forty by applying the
hours. If he has so worked, then clerks as well. section to daily
Since
the employer would': under the applies to daily clerks, Sec. 12b
Union proposal, be obliged to posal of the Union is this pre
pay time-and-one-half from the ate and would serve inapproprionly to crebeginning of such employment.
ate confusion. It is the underUnion's Position: The Union standing
of the
contends that since the Employ- Union does not Panel that the
intend to apply
ers bargain as an Association and this to daily
clerks, and believes
maintain a central pay office, that the
full designation should
they are in fact equivalent to a therefore remain.
single employer, and that the
The Union further proposes
clerk who works in excess of 40 that travel
hours in a week, even if for dif- paid. Since time both ways be
this is recommended
ferent employers, should receive In the
case
the FLSA overtime. The Union since there isof daily clerks, and
further points out that Preferred not paying it no valid reason for
Clerks, who work more steadily ferred and in the case of premonthly clerks, the
for single employers, earn such Panel
believes that travel time
overtime, but that Casual Clerks,
both ways should be paid.
doing exactly the same thing and
The old contract, preferred by
for the same number of hours,
but for different employers, do the employers, provides that
travel time be computed at onenot.
Recommendation: The majority half hour. The Union proposes
of the Panel recommends that the that actual schedules of transproposals of the Union be de- portation lines (buses and street
nied, and that the wording of the cars) be used to determine travel
time in each instance. The exold contract be retained.
isting half hour is designed as
Issue 8 (Sec. 10) Holidays.
Issue withdrawn. No dispute. a "reasonable average'. Pre
Recommendations: That the !erred and monthly clerks do
provisions of the old contract be not have to report to the hiring
hall to be dispatched to work, as
retained. (Unanimous)
Issue 9 (See. 11b) Work In Ex- do daily clerks. Thus the travel
is not from the hall but from
cess of 12 Hours,
Present Provisions: "Clerks the employee's home. The Panel
shall not be employed mere-than believes that to require the Emtwelve hours at one stretch pro- ployers to compute actual travel
vided the limitation prescribed time would be to impose upon
in this clause shall not apply if them a burden of great magnitude, merely in keeping the
replacements are not available."
Employers' Proposal: Employ- books, and that the result would
ers propose no change, but are be a very small gain. In brief,
willing that the proviso permit- the result would be the labor
ting employment in excess of 12 of a mountain and the birth of
hours under certain circum- MOUse.
Since one-half travel time is
stances be eliminated.
Union Proposal: "Any clerk now paid, and since this repreemployed in excess of twelve sents the average travel time in
hours in any one shift, excluding reporting to work, and since the
meal periods, shall be paid at the Panel, in consistency, recomrate of double time his base rate mends that travel time both
of pay for ,all work in excess of ways be paid, the simplest
method of including this in the
twelve hours."
Recommendation: The majority contract is to provide for the
of the Panel recommends that the payment of travel lime of twice
one-half-hour.
Union's proposal be approved.
Recommendation:
Issue 10 (Sec. 11d) Minimum
The Panel unanimously recomCalls.
A great deal of space would be mends the continuation of the
required to state this issue fully, wording of the old contract, exbut the Panel is convinced that cepting that the phrase "oneits essence may be stated simply. 'half hour" shall be deleted and
'The Union proposes an extension the phrase "one hour" substiof the guaranteed pay when men tuted therefore,
Issue 14 (Sec. 13a) Penalty
are called in for short times. The
present contract provides guar- Rates, Explosives,
Issue 15 (See. 13b) Penalty
antees which compare favorably
with the longshore contract, with Rates, Damaged Cargo.
Issue 16 (Working Rules, Sec.
other ship's clerks contracts, and
with the prevailing practice in 4) Penally Rates, Fire in Hold.
Issue 17 (No existing See)
other industries. The Union
established tic reason for more Penalty Rate s, Miscellaneous
favorable treatment, and the Cargoes.
Proposals:
Panel finds no such reason.
The Union proposes that clerks
Recommendation: The Panel
recommends the denial of the receive the same penalty rates
Union's proposal, and that the as longshoremen. A few minor
wording of the old contract be deviations appear in the wording
of the Union proposal (from
retained.
issue 11 .
(Sec. 110 Notice of those proposed in the longshore
case) but are substantially the
Time Off.
The old contract provides that same. The Employers propose
monthly clerks shall be notified that no changes from the old
on the previous day of any time contract be made.
The Employers contend that
off they are to receive the following day. The Union proposes the clerk does not have to handle
to extend this to Preferred Daily the cargo in the same way the
Clerks. It should be noted that longshoreman does, and hence
daily clerks, by definition, are should receive no penalty rate.
daily clerks. The vagaries of
Recommendation: The majorshipping require a highly flexible ity of the Panel recommends
labor supply. This appears to he that Clerks shall receive Penalty
one difference between monthly Rates computed on the same
clerks and daily clerks which basis as Penalty Rates for Longs
inheres in the industry at the shoremen, and that the contracts
present time.
so provide. We further recomRecommendation: The majority mend that, pending final settleof the Panel recommends that the ment of the longshoremen's Case
Union's proposal be denied, and No. 111-11744-D by the National
the wording of the old contract War Labor Board, the terms of
be retained. (Labor dissents)
the old contract shall remain in
Issue 12 (Sec. 12b) Travel force, i.e,, the status quo shall
Time, Casual Clerks.
be maintained until the cast
Union Proposal: The Union pro(Continued on Page 4)
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Page Four

AAN FRANCISCO—Paul
Schnur, labor member of the
NWLB panel, wrote the following
dissent from the majority report:
This dissent is addressed to
four major errors of the Panel
Majority. There are, in addition,
numerous decisions of the Panel
either of lesser importance or for
which other remedies are availf
able with which I disagree although I have not entered formal
dissent. I have reserved my dissent for those issues in which
the Panel had a clear duty in
equity under the Board's policy and failed to discharge it.
Issue No. 7. The Ship Clerks
Union asked for a forty-hour
week, that is, a contract provision requiring that overtime begin
with the forty-first hour worked
for any employer signatory to
this contract when those forty
hours were put in between the
hours of 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. At
present, monthly clerks who work
in excess of forty hours between
the above specified hours receive
time and one-half; daily clerks
by a fiction of separate employership are required to work fortyeight straight time hours in the
week whenever for the convenience of the industry such a daily
clerk may be transferred to the
operations of a second employer.
The Board should carefully review the circumstances And facts
of the case. The salient and controlling facts are these:
1. There is a single contract entered into by the Ship Clerks
Union and by the Waterfront Employers Association of California.
2. For the ebnvenience of these
employers complete freedom is
granted to them by the_ contract
to shift employees from dock to
dock and contractor to contractor
so that no individual contractor
is required to assume any burden
a continuous employment for
the daily clerks he employs.
3. For those employees (monthly clerks) whom he finds it profitable to attach permanently to his
individual staff, time and onehalf is paid for hours in excess
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of forty
4. Each ship clerk no matter
how many employers he may
work for in the course of a week
receives a single check issued to
him through the central pay office maintained by the Waterfront Employers Association of
California.
5. These same casual clerks receive vacations computed upon
time worked for a variety of employers and paid for by these
several employers through their
central pay office.
6. The industry is covered by
the Fair Labor Standards Act.
7. The overwhelming practice
upon the waterfront is a fortyhour week or less. The dominant union on the waterfront—
the longshoremen — have had
since 1934 a contract provision
restricting their work week to
thirty-six straight time hours.
• In my view, the case for a
forty-hour week for clerks is not
only strong, but is virtually mandatory. For the Panel Majority
to invite the Ship Clerks Union,
as it has done in these recommendations, to litigate the matter in the courts under the Fair
Labor Standards Act is a pure
evasion of the responsibilities and
obligations of the Panel and the
Board. The only obligation which
the Panel has, vis a• via the Fair
Labor Standards Act, is that it
not violate the Act in the recommendation which it makes. It
does not follow from this that
the Panel is free to refuse to decide an issue which conceivably
might be decided in the courts.
The Union offered an alternative method of insuring a work
week no greater than forty
straight time hours. it proposed
that Saturday be considered an
overtime day as such (the industry is exempt from the provisions
of Executive Order 9240). It
pointed further to the long-standing contract provision calling for
time and one-half on twelve specified holidays when worked which
had been completely nullified by
the lengthening of the work week

and the failure of the employers
to make any provision for Uwe
and one-half on Saturday. Thus,
an employee working forty-eight
hours for a single employer in
any week containing the holiday.
receives only eight overtime
hours causihg the nullification of
either the holiday or the overtime after forty hours.4 The
Panel Majority did not even
bother to comment on this proposal of the Union, holding apparently that if the Union could
go to court for its forty-hour
week, this avenue relieved the
Panel of any further obligation
on any aspect of the overtime
question. To this position I dissent, and most vigorously.
Issue 11. Notice of Time Off
—Here the Panel Majority is
simply confused, and as is a customary consequence of such confusion, has ordered the status
quo. The Panel Majority denied
the Union's request that preferred daily clerks shall be given
the same notice of time off that
is given the monthly clerks. •The
Panel has failed to understand
that the work habits and obligations of the preferred daily clerk
are identical with those of a
monthly clerk. The preferred
daily clerk is not a casual clerk.
He is a clerk steadily assigned
to a single contractor under the
contract and does not report to
the hiring hall for reassignment*
He offers to the employer the
same steady service that the
monthly clerks offers and has as
a matter of contract no lesser
guarantee of employment. The
monthly clerk enjoys no guarantee of employment but serves in
this capacity at the whim, of the
employer, so likewise does the
preferred daily clerk. To dismiss
this issue with the statement that
daily clerks by definition are
daily clerks is about as relevant
as its more classic prototype
"pigs are pigs." One may go
back even farther into literary
history and cite the 18th century
observation on this type of reasoning:

"Wherefore cease?
Let thy scant knowledge find
increase
Say that men are men
And geese are geese."
The Board should most certainly reverse this Panel Recommendation.
Issue No. 18. No Discrimination—The Panel Majority apparently takes a very limited view
of the function of a contract. It
appears to hold in the recommendation that since there is no
immediate issue of discrimination
alleged by the Union that the
Union is entitled to no contract
provision which would effectively
forestall its occurrence. When
the President of the United
States issued an executive order
establishing the Fair Employment Practice Committee, he did
not thereby charge all employers
with discriminatory practices nor
did he exempt from its provisions
those against whom no charge
existed or had existed in the past.
Rather, he attempted to establish
a democratic principle to operate
at one of the most crucial points
in our industrial democracy—
equality of job opportunity. He
attempted to establish a mechanism whereby no individual should
be discriminated against by virtue of his race, creed, or color,
To those employers who subscribe to the principles of industrial democracy, such a clause
could be nothing but further evidence of their adherence. It is
precisely for those employers who
argue that since they have not
been charged they ought not to
be bound that the protections of
such a clause may be necessary.
This is an issue upon which
the Labor Member of the Panel
feels most strongly. This is an
issue in support of which no vigilance is too great. The fight
against discrimination has become a public fight. It is now a
matter of high public policy. For
the Board to fail to declare that
policy, particularly under circumstances in which the qmployers
claim no damage resulting from
such a clause is for the Board to
fail in its clear public duty. I
respectfully submit that the
Board must reverse this recommendation.
An identical issue was before a
panel of the National War Labor

Board in the longshore ease. That
panel recommended that a nodiscrimination clause be written
into the contract excluding only
the term "sex." It may be that
the docks are not yet fully
equipped to employ women without inconvenience to the operation. If this be so and the Board
finds it so, the terms of the dissent will be met by incorporating
the clause proposed by the Union
minus the word "sex."
Issue No. 25. Sick Leave—
This is probably not less than
the ten-thousandth dissent over
the nation on the issue of the
Board's sick leave policy. The
Labor Member of the Panel is
wearily aware of the Board's arbitrary policy.. The Labor Member will waste neither his own
nor the Board's time on that issue. There is, however, a second
issue involved in the sick leave
demands of the Union which the
Board is obliged to grant. There
exists a series •of sick leave arrangements conferring certain
benefits upon monthly clerks under this contract. The Union
has asked that these provisions
be incorporated as addenda to the
present contract so that where
they now exist they may be bargained about and made the subject of legitimate grievance procedures. Certainly this question
has been settled by the National
War Labor Board in the Tidewater Associated Oil Case. Pursuant to the decision on this case,
the then General Counsel of the
National War Labor Board, Mr.
Jesse Frieden, held that to fail to
incorporate such existing provisions into a contract constituted
a refusal to bargain by the employers under the National Labor
Relations Act and that since the
.War Labor Board was under obligation to conform to the National
Labor Relations Act, the Board
was required upon request to incorporate such provisions into the
collective bargaining contract.
This is squarely the issue here.
The Panel has refused to recommend it; the Board is obligated
to order it.
I submit, therefore, that this
recommendation of the Panel
must be reversed.
recommends:
PAUL SCHNUR
Labor Member

Continuation of the National War Labor Board's Panel Report
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Page 3)
upon which it is dependent shall
be settled. (Industry dissents).
Issue 18 (*c: 14) Discrimination.
Present contract: The old contract provides "that no employee
under this agreement shall be
discharged or discriminated
against for membership in a labor union." Thus there is no
issue of discrimination because
of union membership or activity.
T h e Employers propose no
change.
Union Proposal: The Union
proposes a further anti-discrimination clause, which would forbid discrimination because of
race, creed, color, sex, religious
or political beliefs, or national
origin.
Recommendation: The majority of the Panel recommends
that the Union proposal be denied, and that the terms of the
old contract be continued. (Labor dissents).
Issue 19 (Secs. 15b. 15h)
Hours of Apprentice and Junior
Clerks.
Present Contract: The old contract limits Apprentice Clerks
to 40 hours per week, and Junior
Clerks to 42.
Proposals: The Employers propose to remove all limitations;
the Union proposes to limit
Junior Clerks to 40 hours a week.
Both proposals were made on
the basis of the needs during
the war.
Recommendations: The Panel
recommends that the proposals
of both parties be denied, and
that the terms of the old contract be continued. (Unanimous).
Issue 20 (Sec. 15i) Use of
Junior Clerks as Supervisors.
Agreed by the parties.
Recommendation: The Panel
unanimously recommends that
the terms to which both parties
agreed be approved.
lam In (Sec. 16a) The Dia'etcher.

Proposals: The Union originally propoSed changes, but
withdrew its proposals, and now
asks no change.
The Employers propose to
eliminate the requirement that
the Pispatcher at each Hall be
a Union Member. The Employer
contends that the Dispatcher,
who is supposed to be an agent
of the Labor Relations Committee (a joint affair), should not
be required to be a union member.
Recommendation: The majority of the Panel recommends that
the Employer's proposal be de:
Med, and that the wording of the
old contract be retained. (Industry dissents).
Issue 22 (Sec. 16g) Hiring
Outside Hall.
Proposals: Under the present
contract, if the hall cannot furnish registered or permit clerks,
the employer is free to hire
where he may. The Employer
wishes to retain this wording.
The Union proposes to change it
to read "clerks," which would
make the provision include what
are called "ten-day men". Since
the latter are under Union jurisdiction in any event, it appears
that the Employer's objections
are well founded.
Recommendation: The Panel
unanimously recommends t h e
denial of the Union proposal,
and the retention of the wording
of the old contract.
Issue 23 (Sec. 19) Arbitration.
The only issue here is clarity
of language. The Employers
would retain the present wording; the Union fears that the
present wording might be subject to misinterpretation once
the National Board determines
the longshoremen's case. There
is no dispute as to intent.
In the old contract, the sentence under consideration reads
as follow: "II, at such time, there
is a standing arbitrator acting
under the longshore agreement

for the port of San Francisco,
the Secretary will be requested
to appoint the same individual
as permanent arbitrator under
this contract."
Recommendation: The Panel
unanimously recommends that
the sentence quoted in the preceding paragraph be deleted
from the contract, and that in
substitution thereof there be included the following sentence.
"The Secretary shall be requested to appoint as arbitrator,
under this conract, whoever has
been designated to arbitrate for
Longshoremen in the Port of
San Francisco."
Issue 24 (Sec. 20) Vacations.
Present Proyision: The old
contract provides that monthly
clerks shall receive two weeks at
the end of each year of continuous service. It also provides
that each registered daily clerk
shall receive two weeks if during the year he worked 90% of
the total permissable work hours
within a year, and one week if
he has worked 70% of the permissable work hours.
Employers Proposal: The Employers propose to retain the
present provision for monthly
For registered daily
clerifs.
clerks, the Employers propose
to schedule vacations without
pay, and in lieu of pay during
the vacation to provide an hourly
Increase on the base rate. This
"in lieu" pay was provided in
certain other Coast contracts
prior to the existence • of the
WLB. The Employers argue that
it would save book-keeping costs.
The Union objects that this proposal would imperil the existence
of the vacation program by confusing it with the wage rate.
Union's Proposal: The Union
proposes to compute , the vacation pay differently, so as to
provide that the vacation be
equal to the "employee's average
weekly hours for the year" but
not less than forty nor more
than 48, where.one week is due;

and not less than 80 or more
than 96 where two weeks are
due. This proposal is based
upon the argument that the
actual work week is much longer
than it was when the .old contract was signed; that clerks
actually work nearer fifty hours
a week, and that the vacation
plan is hence no longer in accord with the facts.
The Union further proposes
that the contract provide that
vacatiim money be available by
March 1st of each year. This
contention is based upon the
assertion that the Employers
have delayed making vacation
payments as late as the middle
of June. The Employers reply
that this is physically impossible;•
that they do not receive the
necessary data before the middle
of February.
Recommendation: The Panel
recommends:
(a) Denial of the Employers'
proposal. (Industry dissents).
(b) Approval of the Union's
proposal on Sec. 20b (method of
calculating vacation time). (Industry dissents).
(c) Approval of the Union's
proposal on Sec. 20g (date when
vacation payments are to be
available) excepting that the
date May I be substituted for
March I. (Unanimous).
Item 25 (No existing provision) Sick Leave,
Proposals: There is now no
sick leave provision in the contract. There are, however, certain sick leave privileges granted
monthly clerks by certain of the
employing companies. The Union
asks that these privileges be incorporated into the contract.
The Employers Association objects.
Recommendations: The majority .of the Panel recommends
that the Union proposal be denied. (Labor dissents).
Issue 26 (Sec. 21) Wage Review,
Proposal: The present contract

provides for semi-annual wage
review, and that, failing agreement in the resultant negotiations, the matter shall be determined by arbitration. The last
sentence of the section reads:
"No decision of the Arbitrator
concerning wages shall have any
retroactive effect."
Arguing
that "there will not be genuine
collective bargaining if each day
of negotiation is a day of potential penalty upon the employees"
(Union Brief, p. 27), the Union
proposes that such arbitration
awards shall be retroactive to
the relevant semi-annual • date.
The Employers oppose any
change.
Recommendation: The majority of the Panel recommends
that the Union's proposal be
approved. (Industry dissents).
Effective Date:
A. The old contract expired
on October I, 1944. According
to standard Board policy, the
effective date of the wage issue
(including overtime) should be
October I, 1944. (Unanimous).
B. In view of the fact that
the recommendations on penalty
.are contingent upon the WLB
decision in the longshore ease,
the question of retroactivity of
penalty rates should also be contingent upon the WLB with regard to longshoremen. (Unanimous).
C. Vacations and other nonwage matters should be effective
as of the date of• the Board's
order. (Unanimous).

Pay. Hike Asked .
For AI'S Tallymen
SAN FRANCISCO — Both the
Army and Congress received a
sharp letter from the 1LWU October 26, protesting the failure
to grant Local 34's daily tallymen employed at the Army
Transport Service, a 15 percent
wage increase granted other civil
service employes on July, 1945.

